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Statement of the Problem:  
 
       
             This study sought to determine the effects of dog therapy on 

a child with autism as part of his improvement in relation to his social 

interaction. In particular, the question below was investigated: 

 

1. What are the socialization scores of the subject before the 

onset of Dog therapy (baseline observation) and during the 

Dog therapy intervention (treatment condition) in terms of the 

following: 



a. eye contact  b. physical contact  c. verbal communication 
 
Scope and Limitations:  
 

This study focused on the effect of dog therapy as an intervention 

in behavior modification of a child with autism, particularly in the 

child’s socialization skills such as ability to maintain eye contact 

for a long period of time, to increase physical contact, and to 

develop verbal communication.  

 Since the researchers used only one subject in this 

experimental study, the conclusions of dog therapy on the 

socialization skills of a child with autism was limited only to the 

subject and will not represent the general population of children 

with autism. 

 
Methodology: 
 

         In order to determine the effect of dog therapy in the 

socialization skills of a child, the researchers used a Small N 

Multiple baseline experiment using AB design which refers to the 

order of conditions of the experiment. A (the baseline condition: 

socialization skills of a child with autism) comes first followed by B 

(the Dog therapy).  

 The A-B design is the simplest experimental design in which 

the target behavior is clearly stated and both A & B phases are 

carried to measure. A refers to that baseline phase in the 



socialization skills of the child with autism which will be the 

baseline phase during the occurrence of the target behavior is 

monitored; B phase will be the dog therapy and it is the treatment 

variable (Mayer & Hansen, 2006). The child with autism is the 

subject which was observed in the study. The treatment used is 

Dog Therapy.  

Conclusions: 

1. The researchers conclude that dog therapy improves the 

socialization scores of the child in terms of eye contact. The child 

can maintain eye contact for a longer period of time. He lessens 

the behavior of avoiding or ignoring people’s gaze. He becomes 

less distractive and he initiate eye contact. This only shows that 

dog therapy has improved Peter’s eye contact. 

2. The researchers conclude that dog therapy improves the 

socialization scores of the child in terms of physical contact. The 

child touches the dog most of the time and he initiates play with 

the dog by giving some commands. He also hugs the dog once in 

a while. This only shows that Peter’s physical contact has 

improved with the intervention of dog therapy. 

3. The researchers conclude that dog therapy improves the 

socialization scores of the child in terms of verbal communication. 

The child can communicate to his teacher and to the researchers 

by expressing himself. He shows improvement on his 



communication by echo talking and info talking to him which show 

that there is an improvement with Peter’s verbal communication in 

terms of giving of commands to the dog. 

4. The researchers conclude that dog therapy improves both the 

physical and mental well – being of the child with autism by 

spending time with the dog. 

5.  The researchers also conclude that dog therapy can make the 

child more attentive, cooperative and more focused during the 

intervention. 

 

Recommendations: 

1. To parents, they should understand the situation of their child 

by giving and expressing their care, support and love. They 

need to appreciate the importance of time that behavior 

modification among special children will take a great amount of 

time. Allowing their children with autism to undergo dog 

therapy can help their children develop their socialization skills. 

A precise description of therapy dog behavior when at work is 

also important so that the parents’ expectations are 

reasonable. 

2.  Special education schools interested with dog therapy 

intervention need to make sure that they choose an 

experienced dog trainer or handler who can help evaluate a 



dog’s potential as a therapy dog. Consistent dog therapy 

sessions, continued exposure to new situations, and adequate 

time are all factors that will influence the success of dog 

therapy for special children.  

3. Dog handlers and therapists need to be properly educated to 

recognize signs of stress or distress in their dogs in order to 

minimize the risk between the dog and the special child and to 

have a successful partnership with therapy dogs. 

4. The future researchers should gain more ideas to have deeper 

understanding and thorough research about dog therapy that 

would help them in making more research about this study and 

a child with autism. That future researcher should have more 

subjects and longer experimental period that could lead them 

to more significant results. 

5. To families especially with those having children with 

disabilities,  the researchers recommend that they own a dog 

as their pet at home for dogs provide non – judgemental 

company and unwavering loyalty. 

 

 

 

 

 




